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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday

Students
urged to
donate
time

February 13.2008
Volume 102, Issue 103
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Jobs should fit
students, not the
other way around
Students are encouraged
to find jobs that fit their
schedule and situation
instead of just taking

Another option for those
interested in politics but
who are low on funds

what's available | Page I

Six suspects in
9/11 attacks to
go on trial

By Kriiten Vau»

Rep rm

For Ohio college students, the
2008 presidential election is
everywhere t hey go.
It dominates conversations
both in political science classrooms and in Starbucks coffee
shops. It pops up on social networking Web sites like l-'acebook
in the form of quizzes and polls,
It even appears in mass e-mails
and nagging phone calls begging
the unassuming student to vote
in the upcoming primary.
And although the constant
propaganda may seem innocent,
most candidates are only looking
for one thing: donations.
With candidates like Ron Paul
and 11,11 at k ( Hi,11 n,i focusing on
younger voters to. support them
in the upcoming Ohio primary,
college students have become
a primary target for political
campaign managers looking for
free money.
"I wouldn't mind binding
a campaign if they just asked
once or twice," senior Jennifer
Dietsch said, "But repealed emails and phone calls just take
it too far. I've already told them
once 1 don't have any money, so
just let me be."
However, not all students feel
donating money to a candidate is
too much of a hassle. In fact, this
year's campaign has seen more
money donated by people identifying themselves as students on
donation lorn is Uiaiuiny Other.
According to a poll conducted by the Center for Responsive
Politics, during the first six
months of the campaign, students gave nearly $1,967,111
compared to $538,936 in 2004.
Based on federal law, the total
amount that any one person can
give is $2,300.
"I think it's great that students
are actually getting out there
and supporting a cause," senior
Amanda Monyak said. "In a capitalist society, in order to change
how things are being done sometimes you have to be willing to
dish out."
Monyak donated $10 to
Obama's campaign through
his Web site. Her donation was
then matched by someone in
Maryland, she said.
"It's just cool to see that the
little donations do make a difference," Monyak said.
But for some students, even

It is unlikely that a verdict
will be decided before 2009
but soon the Supreme
Court will rule on whether
the suspects can challenge
their confinement in civilian
courts | Page 6

History should
not be forgotten
President Bush spoke at
a recent Black History
Month event and
condemned the display
of modern-day nooses
|P** 9
IBIackBerry

f

blackout irritates
irri
customers
BlackBerry users
experienced delays and
loss of service Monday,

rt

and officials are still trying
to understand why it
happened | Page 12

War on terror is a
unique stage in U.S
foreign policy
Columnist Sean Lutzmann

LOVE

explains his position on
the removal of the
majority of U.S troops
from Iraq | Page 4

ON HER ARMS

Nate Miller takes
on leadership role
With the dismissal
of Ryne Hamblet in
December, Miller has
taken over as leader
of the basketball team
in their quest for the
MAC Champjonship

|Pagt7,

Story by Ktlly M«ti | Reporter

Students
join
worldwide
support
for people
who have
depression

Depression, self-injury and suicide are the issues. Love is the
movement.
Today, University students will write" love" on their arms as
a part of the "Love is the Movement," event seen on Facebook.
The event has over 330,000 confirmed participants all over
the world.
Scott Melice, a student at the Art Institute of Atlanta and
the creator of the "Love is the Movement" event, thought of
the idea while he was browsing Facebook and noticed he
missed "To Write Love on Her Arms Day," held on Dec. 14.
"On this day, people wrote love on their arms to help inspire
those struggling with depression," Melice said. "I wanted to
create a day similar that 1 could participate in as well."
To Write Love on Her Arms, located in Florida, is a non-profit
movement dedicated to presenting hope and finding help for
See LOVE | Page 2

What is your favorite
thing to do in the snow?

s
SCOn BLACKBURN
Sophomore. Finance
"Snow angels, because
they're pretty."
| Page 4

TODAY
AM Clouds/PM Sun
High: 24. Low: 15

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 31, Low: 29

^

■

LOVE IS THE
MOVEMENT'
Started in 2006, the
movement was inspired
by a woman who was
refused admittance into
a drug treatment center.
T-shirts were sold to
help pay for her
treatment. The Feb.
13 event "Love is the
Movement" is not
officially sponsored by
To Write Love on Her
Arms, but members
support it.

See CAMPAIGN | Page 2

Black Student Union City economy
concerns
challenges stereotypes addressed
By Kata Snydar
Reporter

During a buffet of chicken and
watermelon last night; members of the Black Student Union
invited students to discuss black
stereotypes.
"It's a way to educate people
on what they are, where they
came from, and how to combat it," said Derrick Coleman,
the Public Relations representative for the organization.
"Every background has it's
own stereotype."
The BSU used videos to highlight different stereotypes in
the media Some students were
surprised at how controversial
Looney Tunes cartoons were.
"I didn't realize they were
even supposed to be black people," said sophomore Harrison
Haines. "They were so deformed,
they didn't even look human,"
"Most of the cartoons were
from the 1980s," said BSU
President Starmisha Page.
Another well-known charac-

Derrick
Coleman

Public relations
representative

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

ter, Buckwheat from the Little
Rascals was based off the "pickaninny" image of black people.
This stereotype portrayed black
people as buffoons.
Other images included the
Uncle Tom and the jezebel.
The "Uncle Tom" was seen
as loyal but stupid and a good
servant.
"Some use 'Uncle Tom' as
a slur to those who they feel
'submit' to white people,"
Coleman said.
The jezebel is the image of
black women as seductive or
tempting. Page said the concept was used to rationalize
mixed relations.

Bowling Green can try to keep
businesses from leaving the city,
but real economic growth won't
be seen until the state and national economies turn around.
That was the message from
Bowling Green Mayor John
Quinn who, along with other
city leaders, delivered the State
of the City address at the Wood
County District Public Library
yesterday morning.
Fielding questions from a
panel of local reporters, Quinn
and other leaders answered
questions concerning the local
economy, implementation of
green energy and the relationship between the University and
the city.
In regards to the local economy, Quinn said Bowling Green
has fared better than other Ohio

SeeBSU|Page2

See ECONOMY | Page 9
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Obamatakesthreevictories
By David Eapo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Barack
Obama powered past Hillary
Rodham Clinton in the race
for Democratic convention
delegates yesterday, scoring
outsized primary victories in
Maryland, Virginia and the
District of Columbia on a night
of triumph.
"Tonight we're on our way,"

he told cheering supporters in
Madison, Wis. "But we know
how much further we have to
go on." Obama added, celebrating eight straight victories over
Clinton, the former first lady
now struggling in a race she
once commanded.
The Associated Press count
of delegates showed Obama
See OBAMA | Page 2

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
!
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DEMOCRAT FRONT RUNNER: Sen. Barack Obama speaks at a rally yesterday.
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KNOW YOUR STIS: Students comdn purchasing 'Condom Roses" lor II each yesterday in the Student Union as part of Bacchus
''•'■spoTftib'lity Week" Tondom Rose Bouquets" weie also for sale

CAMPAIGN

with a campaign.
Mark Ingles, the president
of the College Democrats, said
time and energy can be more
beneficial than money when it
comes to college students.
"Most students can I afford
10 give to a lot of things, let
alone a political campaign,"
he said, diving themselves in
the Bonn of involvement can
be something thai works as an
alternative, though."
loining one of the many
groups on campus supporting
the political candidates could
be a waj to benefit a certain
campaign, Ingles said Through
such organizations, students
are given the chance to make
phone calls lo primary states
reminding people to vole.
Regardless of how students

(house to help their chosen
candidate, their support is
appreciated by those working
on the campaign.
Because we .have engaged
youths in Barack's campaign,
we have had positive results
in their willingness to help us
out," Ben LaBolt, the Obama
lor America spokesman, said.
"If you engage young people in
the campaign, they will come
together to bring change."
LaBolt said that much of
Obama'ssuccess in the past fesv
months is due to the dedication
from young voters.
"Even if they are not contribuiing financially to the campaign," he said, "their continued support and involvement
with Barack's message helps
more than they know."

CORRECTION
POLICY

BSU

watermelon really are.

rrect all factual
mrrot s. H you thinl< an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-572 6966

"People assume all black
women are loud and overly
sexuaiized," said sophomore
Nicole Uobertson.
Some students pointed out
that some 'IV shows might portray stereotypes to be satirical,
but many felt that the message
wasn't getting across.
I is cool thai maybe you
understand it, but what about
those who don't," Robertson
said.
"It would have the potential
to make people realize." I laines
said, "hut the general population doesn'i really know about
that topic."
Next lhe grcnip discussed food
stereotypes, and how bad ste-

little donations cannot he
spared
lunioi Stephanie MeCague,
in nil campus student who
pays lor most of her living
cpenses, said she uses all her
mimes JUSI trying to pay the
lulls and has nothing extra
lo donate towards political

candidates.
"It's hard enough trying to
pa\ lui the essentials in life."
she said. "It's just annoying to
think that they would assume
be have the extra cash to just
mrOWOUl like thai."
; Hill lur some students, donating money is not the only way to

luppon and become Involved

" The rules ol shotgun are very
simple and very clear. The
lirsl person lo shout shotgun'
when you're within sight ol
Ihe car gels the Ironl seal.
That k how the game s played.
There are no exceptions lor
someone with a concussion.''

- Michael Scott

reotypes involving chicken and

From Page 1

"In my own household, chicken was the cheapest thing to
eat," Cnleman said, and many
agreed with him.
"Backinthe day. chickens were
on the farm, they were there for
the slaves to use," Coleman said.
"If something is repetitive, it
becomes what you live by."
These stereotypes are still
used today, Cage said. She said
severaluniversitiesinthcllnited
States today have "blackface"
parties, where white people
color their faces dark and dress
up us black people.
"This has opened up my eyes."
said sophomore Daniel Lee. "In
mainstream society we think
that everything's fixed from the
civil rights movement. We're
taught that everything is fixed."

2:09 P.M.

those struggling with depression, addiction, self-injury and
suicide, said Michael Schneider
ofTWLOIIA.
At the time Melice created this evenl, Ihe slogan for
TWLOHA was "Love is the
Movement," he used this as a
springboard and a week later
created the event.
"It's hard to believe it only
started with 450 invitations
between my wife and myself,"
Melice said. "Within the first
week we had people from
Canada and Spain, I can't
believe how big it's gotten."
Melice looks al the Facebook
event every few days and said
he sees over 1,000 new confirmed guests each time. It was
an idea that caught attention
and people have responded
really well, he said.
"It was a couple of people
who had an idea and it just
snowballed," Schneider said. "I
showed our director of operations and his response was
that's incredible!' While it's an
event we never really started,
we are just happy to be a pan

of It"
At ihe University, many students are taking this event
to heart and writing love on
their arms for a loved one who
suffers from depression or for
people they know who have
committed suicide.
freshman Anna Gorman is
participating because of the
several suicides that occurred
while she was a student at
Bowling Green High School.
"Depression is such a big deal
and people choose lo ignore it,
causing the ones who actually
have depression to nol want to
gel help," she said. "'Love is the
Movement' is just one small
way people can show love and
hope and we are here to listen
and to help."
This event will also help
those who suffer bouts of
depression and let them know
they are not alone, said Molly
Whelan, a social worker from
Behavior Connections of
Wood County.
"Anytime anybody talks
about depression or when it is
brought out in the open, people
who suffer know they can come
out on the other side," she said.
"The bigger and more awesome
the event, the better."
SophomoreGraceDonnellon
is writing love on her arm to
help those suffering know they

A U-Haul trailer was reported stolen
from a North Main Street parking
5:05 P.M.
A 19-year-old Bowling Green man
was cited for inducing panic for
threatening suicide with a BB Gun
and then fleeing from his residence
on foot. Police said he was found
and transported to Flower Hospital.
11:2? P.M.
Amber N. Odell, 25. of Defiance,
Ohio, was cited for using the ID of
another to gain entry to a North
Mam Street bar.

CHP.ISNNA MCGINNS I 7WB6NEWS

k

LIFE SUPPORT: The movemeni encourages lo write 'kwe" on their aims Feb 15
are loved and not ignored.
"My mom has struggled with
clinical depression for most
of her life and my sister is a
recovering 'cutler.' People with
depression arc real human
beings and mental illnesses
are not something you can jusi
gel over," Donnellon said.
Donnellon believes mental
illness is one of the last taboos in
our society because not enough
people know about il or how lo
help. She is taking a stand for
those who are sirugglingandlo
fight many of ihe stigmas surround i ng depression.
Gorman believes a lol of
people will participate all over
the world.
"It would be awesome to
see the word 'love' written on
everyone's arm. It seems like
such a small deal, but knowing
that olhers care is so comforting. The more people, Ihe more
powerful ihe movement."
Melice hopes if he sees people with love written on their
arms, they will know what ii
symbolizes and start talking
and helping.
"If one person lakes this
seriously and can open the
lines of communication, that
will be worth it," he said. "I
was never under any delusion
that this would fix any problems, bui 1 hoped this event
would help people lo talk and
maybe get started on the road
to recovery."
Love can be a movement for
anyone, at anytime in anyplace, Melice said, lust writing love on an arm on feb.
13 will show those suffering
they are not alone and they
are supported.

Newlove Rentals

ONLINE: Go lo wwwbgnewscom tot
the complete blotter list

OBAMA
From Page 1
with 1,186. Clinton had 1,181, falling behind for the first time since
ihe campaign began. Neither was
close to the 2.025 needed to win
the nomination.
His victories were by large
margins — he was gaining
about 75 percent of the vote in
ihe nation's capital and about
two-thirds in Virginia.
By contrast, Clinton was
atlemptingto retool her campaign
in the midst of a losing streak.
Her deputy campaign manager
resigned, the second high-level
departure in as many days.
Campaigning in Texas, where
she hopes to triumph on March
4, she said she was looking ahead,
not back.
"I'm tested, I'm ready. Now let's
make il happen," she said.
Republican front-runner lohn
McCain won all three GOP primaries, adding lo his insurmountable lead in delegates for the
Republican nomination.
"We know where either of t heir
candidates will lead this country, and we dare not lei them,"
he said of Ihe Democrats. "They
will paint a picture of the world
in which America's mistakes are
a greater threat to our security
than the malevolent intentions
of an enemy thai despises us and
our ideals."
McCain spoke before supporters in Alexandria, Va.
Interviews with voters leaving
the polls in Maryland and Virginia
showed Obama split the white vote
with Clinton, and his share of the
black vote approached 90 percent.
She led among white women, but
he was preferred by a majority of
white men.

• 330 '/» N. Church St. ■ $390
• 107 Clay St. ■ $545
'117 Lehman - $405
*
212 Liberty ■ $460

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com
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RACE

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Bed/I Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed / 4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

If of Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570($285 each)

$1196 ($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$o

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

■

$0

$48

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1?9?($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)

■Note: All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 12 month average. Due to weather, bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!

I

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.xvinthropterrace.com
• email us:
,w
vwinthrop@gerdenich.com

■

-'■■■■■■.■■■•■ .■;■.--.sal ■...

,

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or yaw leases
Low as $425 per month
Iftdutes all utilities
ities

■
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave. 3
Full cat* W/HBO - $20
Outdoor poo i use
FuHy furnished

CAMPUS
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On or off campus, it
is important to find
a job that fits

Study shows same-sex
couples have more
satisfying relationships
By Kim Swain
U-Wire

By Kristen Zenz
Reporter

Deciding between convenience
or a bigger paycheck can be a
lough choice for BGSU students
looking for a job.
Peg Bucksky, Job Location and
Development coordinator said
there is a lot students need to
take into consideration before
choosing where to work. Class
schedule, transportation and
desired hours are important factors when deciding whether to
work on or off campus.
"We don't think of it as which is
better," Bucksky said. "Our main
goal is to help students find a
job that best fits their situation
where they can learn transferable work skills and earn some
money while attending college."
Chalcye Sniadecki, senior,
has worked on-campus at BGl
Card for over a year because she
thinks the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages.
"I don't have to drive really
far to get to work," she said. "It's
convenient also because I can
go in right after class or right
before and my boss doesn't hassle me about working around my
school schedule."
But because most on-campus
jobs only offer students 12-15
hours a week Sniadecki worked
off campus at McQueen's
Orchard in Holland, Ohio during the fall semester.
"I needed some extra money,"
she said. "I don't get a lot of hours
at my job on campus so sometimesa second job is necessary to
compensate for the short hours."
The majority of other students working on campus can
be found at dining centers, the
library and the recreation center.
Approximately 4,500 studentsare
employed by the University with
wages starting at S7 per hour.
Bucksky recommends freshmen start working on campus
before they branch out to jobs in
the community.
"There are a lot of things
they are adjusting to," she said.
"Working on campus helps the
student feel connected to the
campus community."
Off-campus jobs, on the other
hand, help students become

more familiar with surrounding communities and what they
have to offer.
According to Bucksky, the
majority of the students working
off campus can be found at UPS,
PedF.x. Carrabba's Italian Grill
and a variety of stores at Levis
Commons Mall and the Shops at
Fallen Timbers.
Allison Savage, senior, is one
of many students working off
campus. About 90 employers
registered with WorkNet hired
807 students last year.
She said she works off campus
at a local grocery store because
the pay is better.
"ltd probably be more convenient to work on campus but I'm
basically management at the job
I have right now," she said.
Off-campus wages range
from S7 per hour to $10 per hour
depending on how technical
they are. I.ast year, off-campus
employers reported estimated
earnings of S3.5 million.
Students working off-campus
are not eligible for Federal Work
Study like their counterparts.
Federal Work Study wages can
be deposited into a student's
bursar bill to help pay education
expenses. Work Study can also
benefit students when they are
applying for Financial Aid.
Regardless of where students
want to work, Bucksky recommends all students utilize
WorkNet to find job announcements both on and off campus.
Through WorkNet, students
can view jobs listings matching

B
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"Same-sex

SAN DIEGO — Some relationship experts say men are
from Mars and women are
from Venus, but what happens when couples are from
the same planet?
Women studies professor
Esther Rothblum's research
indicates that same-sex couples in committed relationships are more satisfied with
their partners than married
heterosexual couples.
"Same-sex couples are
thriving and are doing
well, even though we don't
have federal same-sex benefits or same-sex marriage,"
Rothblum said.
The three-year study
revealed that same-sex couples reported greater relationship quality, compatibility, intimacy and lower levels of conflict than married
couples.
Rothblum said there could
be a number of reasons for
the results, but it could be
because men in relationships

-•SEND YOUR tf I
|> VALENTINE A |
MABKCIMA

Kittel takes an order from grad student and
TA Mike Elder Marissa works waiting tables
at BWi's

Seme events taken *rome**ntsbcwedu

9 a m. - 5 p.m.
Rebecca Kaler - Paintings
The Little Gallery

I J.m.

.

Sexual Responsibilities
Week - Condom Sales
Union 118-1 Table Space

couples are
thriving and
doing well."

Black History Month
Luncheon
McDonald Dining Center

..
with men and women with
women have been socialized
the same way and are both
from "Mars" or "Venus,"
"It's actually a miracle that
heterosexual couples, a man
and a woman, who have been
brought up in very different
ways — to handle conflict differently, to think about relationships differently [and]
intimacy differently — actually ever make it in a relationship." she said.
Rothblum's
research,
published last month in
"Developmental Psychology.'1
is the first' study to follow
same-sex couples in civil
unions over time. This is
because civil unions were
not legal in the United States
until recently.

Valentine's Day Sale
514 Union - Buckeye TeleSystem/
CPSRm

• ' pm
Valentine's Day Raffle
Union 118-3 Table Space

pm
Valentine's Day Skate
BGSU Ice Arena

Wednesdays in the Pub:
How Well Do You Know
Your Valentine?
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008
The Bowling Green State University Board of Trustees

'HFBGNEWS

WRITING IT DOWN: SenwManssa

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of [VENTS

"Heart-Shaped" I
Pizza «fi

ILcibcTsliip i&tlioLu'sliip

■

tt< SIZt AVAILABLE

Applications are now being accepted for the Board of
HAPPY WORKER: Sophomore Leanne

Trustees Leadership Scholarship. Eligible students must

Kaufman works as a cashier at Commons

be rising sophomores, juniors, seniors, or graduate

djnmg hall.

students with a GPA of at least 2.75. There are two
nonrenewable $ 1.000 scholarships available.

their career interests, or browse
through jobs listed by major or
industry. Currently, WorkNet
features 68 postings for on-campus jobs and 111 jobs within 30
miles of Bowling Green.
"It's allin there, it's just a matter of sorting," Bucksky said.
The Career Center, located
on the first floor of Conklin, also
has drop-in hours Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays9:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. Students can meet one on
one with a career professional
to answer their specific employment questions.

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com
SAVE A LIFE.
RECEIVE MONEY

To apply or for more Information.
download the application at:
http://botschoUrshlp.bgsu.edu
or call (419)372-9233

Free Delivery (S600mn)
Open 4pmweekdays.Lunch1 weekends

203 N. MAIN.BG
419-352-5166

The anptlorion dwBM is February 22, 2008

l^2E

LAST CALL!
Early Childhood Education,
Middle Childhood Education
&

Adolescent Young Adult Education Students
IF YOU WISH TO COMPLETE YOUR
METHODS SEMESTER FALL 2008,
YOU MUST SIGN-UP IN THE
SCHOOL OF TEACHING AND
LEARNING OFFICE LOCATED IN
529 EDUCATION BUILDING BY:

5:00 P.M. THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 14,2008

Donating plasma at Biotife Plasma Services
can save a life and pay you back.
Receive up to $240 per month, and for a
limited time, bring the Bonus Coupon to
your first donation lor an extra $5.

THIS IS ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY THE LAST DAY!!!
SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT 419.425.868

BONUS COUPON
■

lORNIW DONORS ONU

i

.

NO EXCEPTIONS! & NO EXCUSES!
***PLEASE PASS THIS MESSAGE ON TO EVERYONE YOU KNOW
WHO IS AN EDUCATION MAJOR.

"It would be awesome to see the word love' written on everyone's arm. It seems like such a small deal, but

<J
PEOPLE ON

A

l£

knowing that Others care is SO comforting. -Anna Gorman, freshman, on Love is me Movement.[see story, pg 1]

IE STREE I
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What is your favorite thing to do in the snow?

"Playing with my

"Snow football,

"Not having to walk

"Pushing these guys

puppies."

because it's fun."

to class in it."

into a snow bank"

k

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have you' own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

BRYAN MITCHELL

MEREDITH BALDY

CHAD WALKER.
Sophomore.
Environmental Policy

TALORTONEY,
Sophomore, IPC

i" general business

rience, love it or leave it?
move in early.
I hat being said, we're not
ready to give upon BGeXyet,
But, someone has to pay
lor il, too. And these days,
we have to be careful about
what sve pay for and what
we ignore.
So what's the plan, use;?

OK. USG. Your move,

lit leX has alwaj s been lnt and miss. I he Board
ill dusters love it USG says,al leasi publicly, the
program is a sm cess ai orientating freshman to
the university or, in an odd twist, the senators
don t know thai it doesn'l work).
Ism lor students, it's a different matter. We've
been ,u the programs and we hear students
deride the events as soon astbey leave the room
many olUs have done the same,
In fact, we wouldn't be surprised il iiiosi stu
dents say they enjo) it probably only so they can

Stay at
omeif
you re
KATE KOSINSKI UWttt
It's on the neus, ind possibly in
your body, it's always unpleas
ant and can definitely ruin
your week.
yes, it's the tin; thai mosi
miserable ol winter traditions
which strikes each year on
most college campuses lea\
log many students painfully
out of commission.
This year, most unfortunate'
ly, a popular strain that is going
around was not included in the
vaccine so many who believe
they are safe and protected are
actually still vulnerable and are
gettingsickunexpectedly. \s,i
corollary, the people who knew
they didn't base time to lie sick
and tried to avoid it are getting
sick and aren't being shy about
spreading their llu wealth
around as they continue with
business as usual.
Imagine this: you are working hard to slay healthy, eating
right, taking vitamins, sleeping
well, the whole bit. You wash
your hands regularly and take
every precaution to avoid illness during this scholastically
important season.
Then, innocently sitting
in your assigned seat in class
(your seat is assigned because,
as we all know, we need to be
numbered and counted like
children or possibly cattle
since we aren't old enough to
be trusted to go to class even
though we can be trusted to
vote and fight in wars) you look
around and notice you are surrounded by Influenza-riddled
shells of your classmates who
can't help but infect and defile
all with which they come into
contact, including you.
These walking-ill are everywhere, especially on campus,
they drag themselves around
on buses and in classes sniffling and coughing— never
bothering to cover their
mouths. They are efficient
See KOSINSKI | PageS

What do we have to net rid
Of?

"We must start looking at the War on Terror
as a totally unique stage of foreign policy
the U.S. finds itself in which will require a

(\YOU
^ DECIDE

totally unique strategy towards victory."

Should BGeXperiente
be shortened to one
day' Send an e-mail to
lhenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you
tUnk. or post feedback
on our Web site

I'd like to make an attempt
at clarifying why at least one

member of the nationwide "outof-lraq-now" majority stands
by their position that this war
was a mistake from the beginning and why the best solution
is pulling out the bulk of U.S.
forces in the region throughout
the course of a 16-month withdrawal process.
And it's not because I'm a
racist, anti-Iraqi, anti-US., antiIsrael or even an anti-military
hippie either.
There are many neo-conservalives who believe the U.S.
should use its vast military
superiority to support prodemocratic and pro-American
movements the world over in
order to make the world a safe
place for democracy. David
I'rum and Richard Perle, two

II they want to continue to
support BGeX, then they can go for it. and best
rrf luck.
Km they need to make a public statement
about what has to no. (Mherwise, they'll net overrun with administrators throwing budget numbers in their faces — and those budgets carry a
lot ol weight these days.

in party, but
im liberal
JEFFREY PEAK

"He is much more

IUUESKOLUMNIS!

I write to provide data on just
how conservative (or not)
Republican presidential candidate Senator John Mcl^ain
is, which was a topic in the lit.
News yesterday !"McCain and

TOMORROW IN FORUM

conservative than

Columns by Marisha
Pietrowskl. Kampire Bahana
and Chad Puterbaugh.

over two-thirds of his
Senate colleagues."

Other people go here

the GOP; (lose enough?"].
Political scientists who routinely study the ideology of
members ol < longress commonly use ideology scores developed
based on members' voting
records. I have used these data

in numerous scholarly articles
and fhey are considered as stale
ol-tlie-art measures and mote
reliable than scores reported
D) interest groups (e.g., the
American Conservative Onion).
rhe scores clearly indicate that
McCain is slightly more to the
left of the Republican party
midpoint in the Senate, but is
not a liberal, and does not fit
the ai cepted definition of politically moderate (.is closer to the
midpoint ol the Senate than the
midpoint of his party).
When ranking the lifetime
ideology scores, McCain ranks
as the32nd-most conservative
member of the Senate. Other
Republican senators that f;tll to
the left of McCain include George
VoinovichofOhio. IliadCochran
of Mississippi, Kay Bailey
I luu hinson of Texas, Richard
I ugar of Indiana, lohn Warner of
Virginia and over a dozen more
Republican colleagues.
While Met lain is clearly not
a conservative ideologue, he is
much more conservative than
over two-thirds of his Senate
colleagues. We do not have
comparable data for the other
Republican candidates (who
served as Governors), except for
Representative Ron Paul, who
rates as the second most conservative member ever to serve
In the I louse during the post
WWII period.
The two leading Democratic
candidates for president.
Senators I Hilary Clinton and
Barack Obama, are slightly
to the left of the Democratic
party's midpoint in the Senate.
Clinton and Obama, interestingly, tie for Mth-most liberal,
based on ideology scores from
the 109th Senate (2005-2006).

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

Ideologically, they- arc indistinguishable, according to these
Scores. Neither senator is the
most liberal member of their
party, as is often suggested by
right-wing pundits.
That these candidates clearly
lean to the left of the party's
ideological midpoint suggests
why the base of the Democratic
party appears comfortable with
their two leading candidates.
Thai McCain leans to the left of
his party, is a clear reason why
many within Ihe base of the
Republican party have difficulty
With his candidacy.
Given these scores, however,
there is a clear ideological difference between whichever candidate the Democrats decide upon
and McCain. The difference may
not be as stark as some conservatives wish, but there is clear
evidence that McCain is ideologically positioned to be favorable
to moderates within the electorale, a clear cause for concent for
the Democratic candidates.
Of course, elections are about
more than ideology and past
voting records. Certain issues
are likely to prove salient in
November. They appear to
include the Iraq War and the
economy, for which there
appears considerable differences between the two party's
candidates. I can only guess, at
this moment, which among the
myriad of other issues may prove
salient to voters eight months
from now.
Moreover, elections are also
about the personalities of the
candidates and the future direction of the country.
Measuring these concepts,
however, is not as easily done as
measuring passed position-taking on policy issues.

SVh*ri„l» u,l*f I In rh„n<w
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former administration henchmen, are examples of this
— sec their "An F.nd to Evil."
It's not an original concept; one could compare it
to the policies of World War I
President Woodrow Wilson.
After reading Prum and Perle
you will discover the arrogant
and quite ignorant movement afoot driving our current
(and future, if lohn McCain
is elected President) foreign
policy that calls for the United
States to build a permanent
presence in Iraq, overthrow the
government of Iran, continue
its blind support of Israel and
increase military pressure on
Syria, China and North Korea
while abandoning most of our
P.uropean allies.
These are people who believe
that going it alone and resorting to military force to police
the world will eventually
bring about a more peaceful
and America-loving family of
nations, much like the actions
taken during and after the
Second World War had done in
the middle of the 20th century.
This kind of logic is totally
ignorant of the basic reasons
of why the U.S. (or at least the

foreign policies of the U.S.) is
hated by so much of the people
living in the Middle bast today.
We must start looking at
the War on Terror as a totally
unique stage of foreign policy
the U.S. finds itself in which
will require a totally unique
strategy towards victory.
There are two basic fronts in
the War on Terror.
One is the targeting of the
minority of the population who
will fight to the death to erase
all forms of Western culture,
which they consider to be blasphemous and degenerate. They
want to form an oppressive,
Taliban-like Caliphate regime
governed by a radical interpretation of Sharia, or holy Islamic
law, which would stretch from
Spain to Indonesia. Make no
mistake; the threat is definitely
out there.
The other front is the battle
for the hearts and minds of
those moderate Muslims.
I hese moderates may appreciate some forms of Western
culture mixing with their own.
But they totally reject Western
SeelUTZMANN|Page5

God's love knows no orientation
ANNIE RUSSELL I GUEST COLUMNIST

"Until every person is absolutely free to be

I have just returned from
the H20 sponsored speaker, ferry Armelli of Prodigal
Ministries and Exodus
Ministries. In his speech
tonight, Mr, Armelli spoke
about being an "ex-gay" or
"reformed gay." Mr. Armelli
said he went through a
journey of treatment and
an exploration with lesus
that allowed him to overcome, "going gay." Mr.
Armelli also believes that,
"lesus exited us out of
homosexuality."
Some of the comments that Mr. Armelli
made about "gays" and
their "culture" were not
only offensive, but inaccurate. In a method of
perpetuating stereotypes,
Mr. Armelli asserted that
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
Iransgender people are
promiscuous, devoid of
spirituality or religion, survivors of abuse, confused
about gender roles, mainly
focused on sex, empty,
very unhappy, broken and
unable to get married or

who they are in a loving way without
fear of repercussion or harm, none
of us are free."
have children.
1 am an out-and-proud
gay woman. And being gay
for me is not about having sex. Rather, 1 realized
a long time ago that I am
emotionally attracted to
other women and not to
men. How does this make
me different from straight
people? It doesn't. It simply means that the sex of
the person that I'm in love
with is a woman.
Truth be told, all I want
in life is to get married and
have children. Even though
it will take more planning
for me than it does for my
straight friends, I will get
married and have children.
I was never abused and I'm
a confident woman
and feminist.
Most importantly for this
letter, however, I want to

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewstPbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.

—Peak' is an associate professor
of political science. Respond to his
column at tlienetvs&'bgneivs.coni

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

convey that I am a loving
person that has accepted
lesus into my life and
heart. And I'm gay. That's
right. These two parts of
who I am can exist together and they do for many
I.GBT people.
1 am frustrated by speakers like Mr. Armelli, who
insinuate that LGBT people
can not be or are not spiritual because lesus does not
like their "sin." I know, Mr.
Armelli, that God and lesus
love me exactly as 1 am.
I know, Mr. Armelli, that
1 was created in the image
of God exactly as I am. lust
as lesus speaks to your
heart, he speaks to.mine.
I believe that all people
should approach other
people from a place of love.
I believe that is how we
are meant to interact with
other people on this earth.
Until every person is absolutely free to be who they
are in a loving way without
fear of repercussion or
harm, none of us are free.
For this reason, we must
care. We have to keep
fighting stereotypes
and prejudice against

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
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Possible solution for Iraq mistake

OUR VIEW

I he University is cutting the BGeXperience pro
gram to one day. from four.
I In- Undergraduate Student Government
doesn'l like Ihe Idea.
I he University is said to have made thedet i
sum In
si-Hi rising costs
always a concern
in these times of budget woes.

a question' Give us your
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University's campus or the Bowling
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• and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
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printed.
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RUSSELL

"News Flash, sick person: No one wants you

KOSINSKI

From Page 4

and merciless flu-spreading
machines.
Of course, you have to pity
them, I know I do. No one likes
to be sick and it's even worse
when you know that you are just
Uri ling behind in your work. I
understand that these poor pitiful creatures an1 trying to keep
up with their work, but it never
ceases to amaze me that these
flu-spreaders genuinely seem
10 fee! that they should be complimented or congratulated by
their victims for all their efforts
to spread their illness by coming
to class.

We have to keep speaking
our minds, hearts, and souls.
As a gay woman filled with
God's love, I have lo ask anyone
who identifies as a Christian to
live your life hy a truly Christian
standard. That standard should
be to love in God's image rather
than attempt to judge in it.

—Russell is a graduate
student studying higher
education and student
affairs. Respond to her column at thenewst®bgnews.

LUTZMANN
From Page 4
incursions such as permanent
military bases being built on
their holy land, unfair support of
oppressive Israeli policies, continuing aid of other repressive
regimes in the region such as
those found in Hgypt, Pakistan
and Saudi Arabia, and of course
the invasion and occupation of
various, coincidentally oil-rich
regions in their own backyard.
This is where Iraq comesin.
While we arc there, we are
supporting al-Qaeda's arguments and propaganda that
we are oil-hungry heathens
launching a crusade against

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

in class. We are sorry you are ill but we all

From Page 4

all people.
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Muslim nations the world over.
Image plays a large part in the
struggle for moderate Muslim
support, and right now we're
losing miserably.
The situation is not helped by
statements by some American
politicians like John McCain
who claim that we would stay in
Iraq for "hundreds of years" and
utterly reject any deadline being
set for leaving the country in
total control of its own people.
The answer to defeating the
imperial plans of bin Laden and
his ilk is no) more imperialism,
but rather greater partnership
with the more moderate elements of Islamic society.
One of the reasons why we
have seen success in the former

6

want you to stay in bed, take your medicane

9

3

8

7

4

and keep your germs to yourself"
I low often have you heard,
during a conversation with comparisons of tough weeks, some
sick person rasping. "Whatever,
I have a fever, cough and I can
hardly stand and I'm still here!"
This is the point in the conversation where 1 usually have
too much pity to say what I feel
really needs to be said which
is, "News Flash, sick person:
No one wants you in class. We

al-Qaeda-in-Mesopotamia
stronghold of al-Anbar province
in Iraq, for example, is because
the local Muslims there saw the
cruelty and senseless destruction that is behind theal-Qaeda
agenda and rejected it, thereby
crushing the terrorist
base there.
We don't have to hold Arab
nation's by the hand in their
quest to set up moderate
governments.
This does not mean we cut off
all forms of support for struggling, truly democratic governments and/or movements in the
region. Rather, large military
infractions, like say an allout invasion and occupation,
should be taken totally off the

4

are sorry you are ill but we all
want you to stay in bed. take
your medicine and please, for
all our sakes, keep your germs
to yourself."
So please, if you are sick, stay
home and take care of yourself. You can get better faster if
you rest, and running yourself
ragged will only drag out your
sickness. Take care and get
well soon!

2
3
1
9
8
3

table unless, as was the case in
Afghanistan, there was a dlred
link to a threat to our security.
It's when we do interfere
with cither our military or
logistical support for oppressive regimes, as in Iran or the
Palestinian territories that the
people act on nationalistic
fervor and side with the antiAmerican extremists.
It's called blowback. The
greatest source of which is
America's unyielding support of
the state of Israel.
But that's a whole other issue
for a whole other column.
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Pakistani opposition leaders meet to
discuss forming coalition after elections
ByRob.nHR.id
The Associated Press

MABKOdAHAM

!■■

TAKING A STANCE: M rigt B piolesi on the lawns of Parliament House in Canberra.
00 protesters marthed lo Pailiament House lo demand a range ol indigenous rights

Aborigines get formal apology
from Australian government
By Rohan Sullivan

capital was built was taken from
Aborigines without compensation.
The apology is directed at
CANBERRA, Australia —
Aborigines organized breakfast tens oft housandsof Aborigines
barbecues in Outback com- who were forcibly taken from
munities, giant TV screens their families as children
went up in slate capitals, and under now abandoned assimischools planned assemblies so lation policies.
"We apologize for the laws
students can watch the telecast
ol Australia's government apolo- and policies of successive pargizing tor policies that degraded liaments and governments that
have inflicted profound grief,
its indigenous people.
The formal apology motion suffering and loss on these our
that new Prime Minister Kevin fellow Australians,'' the apology
Idicld scheduled lor a Parliament motion says.
"To the mothers and the
vote Wednesday was welcomed
as a powerful gesture of reconcil- lathers, the brothers and the
iation between the descendants sisters, for the breaking up of
of Australia's original inhabit- families and communities, we
ants and those of the white set- say sorry.
"And for the indignity and
tlers who now rule.
Aborigines remain the coun- degradation thus inflicted on a
try's poorest and most disadvan- proud people and a proud cultaged group, and Hudd has made ture, we say sorry."
The apology, which was cerimproving their lives one of his
tain to be passed since both
government's top priorities.
As part of that campaign, Kudd's governing Labor Party
Aborigines were invited for the and the main opposition parlirst time to give a traditional ties support it, ends years of
welcome yesterday at the offi- divisive debate and a decade of
cial opening of the Parliament refusals by the previous consession — symbolic recogni- servative government that lost
tion that the land on which the November's elections.
T he Associated Press

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan —
Leaders of Pakistan's two main
opposition parties said yesterday they would form a coalition
government if — as expected
— their groups win the biggest
share of votes in next week's parliamentary elections.
The hour-long meeting of
Benazir Bhutto's widowed husband, AsifAliZardari.and former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
came one day after a survey by a
U.S. government-funded organization predicted the opposition
would score a landslide victory
in the Feb. 18 ballot.
Zardari told reporters his
Pakistan People's Party would
invite Sharifs Pakistan Muslim
League-N as well as "other democratic forces" to join a governing coalition even if Bhutto's
group won enough legislative
seats to rule on its own.

"We will sit together because
the country is passing through
a dangerous phase, and we can
only steer the country out of
this crisis together," Zardari
said. "I am conveying this message to the establishment that I
will change this system."
Sharif, who hosted the
meeting at his home, said
the political, social and economic crisis facing Pakistan
had reached the point that
"we all have to join hands
and save the country from
any further deterioration."
Violence by Islamic extremists linked to the Taliban and
al-Qaida has been rising, particularly in the northwestern
regions along the border with
Afghanistan, and politics has
been snaried in bitter wrangling
over the long military rule led by
President Pervez Musharraf.
A survey released Monday
by the U.S.-based International
Republican Institute said half

EMIUO MORENATtl I AP PHOTO
LOOKING FOR LEADERSHIP: An elderly man looks on as Pakistan's formet Prime
Minister. Nawaz Shanf. not seen, delivers a speech during a campaign rally in Narowal

the Pakistanis polled planned
to vote for Bhutto's party and
22 percent backed Sharif's
PML-N party. The party supporting the president came in
third, with 14 percent.

The overwhelming majority
of those polled would prefer a
governing coalition of Bhutto's
party and Sharifs bloc if no
group wins a majority in parliament, the survey said.

U.S. to prosecute detainees who had roles in the Sept. 11 attacks
By Andrew O. Salaky
The Associated Press

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico—Nearly
6 years after the Sept. 11 attacks,
the U.S. is preparing to prosecute
six of the men it says are responsible. But the trial and verdicts
remain a long way off in the
death penalty cases.
Given the slow pace of
the military commissions at
Guantanamo Bay, verdicts
on charges announced at the
Pentagon on Monday are unlikely before President Bush leaves
office in January 2009. The trials themselves may not even be
under way by then — and the
next president may be less keen
on the military tribunal system.
Throwing the process into further doubt, the Supreme Court is
expected to rule in a few months
on whetherGuantanamo detainees can challenge their confinement in civilian courts.

what evidence is allowed.
Pretrial hearings for two
other Guantanamo detainees
commissions in Guantanamo Bay, the
stalled last week over secrecy
government files on
United States makes the system the center shrouding
terror suspects.
Hartmann said the six defenof attention rather than the defendants
dants will get the same rights as
U.S. soldiers tried under the miliand their alleged crimes."
tary justice system, including the
right to remain silent, call witJennifer Daskal | Counsel for Human Rights Watch
nesses and know the evidence
Brig. Gen. Thomas W. later, Congress and Bush res- against them.
But questions of due proHartmann, the legal adviser urrected the tribunals in an
to the military commissions, altered form under the Military cess could overshadow the
proceedings, according to
told a Pentagon news confer- Commissions Act.
The cases are also compli- Jennifer Daskal, senior counence that the trial for the six
Guantanamo detainees is at cated by recent revelations that terterrorism counsel for
least 120 days away, "and prob- alleged Sept. 11 mastermind Human Rights Watch.
"By trying these men before
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed,
ably well beyond that."
Critics of the untested mili- one of the six charged, was sub- flawed military commissions
tary commissions system say jected to a harsh interrogation in Guantanamo Bay, the United
the high-profile trial will expose technique known as water- States makes the system the
boarding — which critics say is center of attention rather the
its flaws.
defendants and their alleged
In 2006, a previous system a form of torture.
Hartmann said it will be up to crimes," Daskal told The
was ruled unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court. Months the military judge to determine Associated Press.

"By trying these men before flawed military

free ultra bulb tanning dome
washer and dryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
microwave, dishwasher & disposal
furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedroom
resort-style swimming pool

oversized hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center
state-of-the-art fitness center
game room with billiards table
basketball court
sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenancej
on site management

9 MONTH LEASES
RATES AS LOW AS $290
LEASE RATE GUARANTEE
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Leading by example
Team success goes
hand-in-hand with Miller's
leadership this season

BASEBALL
Clemens, McNamee
ready to square off
in front of Congress

By Bill Bord.wkk
Assistant Sports Editor

Chuck Knoblauch and Andy
Pettitte have been excused
from testifying and that
leaves just Roger Clemens
and Brian McNamee to duke
it out by themselves.
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News Sports Blog for all of
the latest information on all
of your favorite Falcon sports.
The blog is also good for live
game updates of hockey as
well as men's and women's
basketball.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com
ENOCH WU i THE BG NEWS

SCHEDULE

LEADERSHIP: Nate Miltei has taken over the leadership role on the Falcons this season
and results ate showing on the court as the Falcons have posted a 6-4 conference record.

TODAY

Leadership is defined in the
dictionary as the ability to
affect human behavior so as to
accomplish a mission.
If you were to look in that dictionary, you would probably see
a picture of BG forward Nate
Miller next to that definition.
"In the position that Nate's in
and with his personality," said
BG coach Ixiuis Orr, "he is a
leader on this team, whether
he wants to be or not. He is a
person of influence."
The junior was thrust into
a position of leadership this
season after the departures
of graduated seniors Martin
Samarco and Matt Lefeld.
Miller and Ryne Hamblet
were the two returning players
who had the most effect on the
team last season.
Hamblet, the only senior
on the team, was dismissed
in December and that meant
Miller was now the go-to leader
on the team.
"Anytime you got a senior
and a talented player like Ryne
See MILLER | Page 8

FALCONS AT
EASTERN MICHIGAN
TONIGHT: 7 pm
WHERE: Convocation Center
(8.824) Ypsilanti. Ml
BG RECORD: nil (6-4)
EASTERN MICHIGAN
RECORD: 8-14 (4-6)
SERIES: BG leads 43-36
LAST MEETING: Eastern
Michigan 65 - BG 63 (February
10.2007 at BG)
STREAK: EMU -1
COACHES: EMU - Charles
Ramsey. 3rd Year (28-54). BG
- Louis Orr. 1st Year (11-11)
STARTING LINEUPS:
BG — G Joe Jakubowski. G
Darryl Clements. C Marc
Larson, F Nate Miller. F Chris
Knight
EMU - G Travis Lewis. G
Tyler Jones. G Carlos Medlock.
F Wendale Farrow. C Justin
Dobbins

Women's basketball:
at Central Michigan; 7 p.m.
Men's basketball:
at Eastern Michigan; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL

Falcons are on the rebound but face a tough CMU team
Tonight, the Falcons will
put their record to the test in
Mt. Pleasant, Mich., against the
Central Michigan University
In a season rife with ups and Chippewas. It will be BG's final
downs, recent history for the BG game of the regular season
women's basketball team has against the MAC West Division.
A win would give BG a 3-2 record
been up, up and away.
After a week-long stretch that against the West.
CMU will take their home
featured its first three-game
Mid-American Conference los- floor tonight not having had too
ing streak in over three years, much regular season success.
the team gathered itself and ral- Their current record is 5-18 (1-9).
lied to two decisive wins in a row They will have some momentum,
over Toledo and, most recently, however, as they just picked up
their first MAC win last Saturday
Northern Illinois.
At 17-6 (6-3), BG is in good at Kent in overtime.
position heading into the last
CMU features nine understretch of the regular season. classmen, as well as some size
With such a young roster, head down low. According to Miller,
coach Curt Miller is pleased with the Chippewas will also be running a newer offense.
the progress.
"Central has gone from a walk"We're in great position," Miller
said. "We're really pleased with it-up team to one of the most aththe year, being 17-6 overall. But, letic teams in the league quickly,"
more importantly, the 6-3 and Miller said. "They're going to
tied for first in conference in the play all motion. They're going to
East, you can't ask for anything spread it out and they're going to
more this late in the year, to
See WOMEN | Page 8
have an opportunity to play for a
regular season championship."
By Chris Voloschuk

Sports Editor

Today in
Sports History
1990—Larry Bird (Celtics)
ends NBA free throw streak
of 71 games.
1983-World Boxing
Council becomes 1st to cut
boxing from 15 to 12 rounds.
1937-NFLs Boston
Redskins move to
Washington, DC.
1920—National Negro
Baseball League organized.

The List
Wide receivers Randy Moss
and Chad Johnson may be in
high demand this off-season
and we list the top five
potential playoff teams in

FALCONS AT
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
TONIGHT: 7 p.m.
WHERE: Rose Arena (5.200)
Mount Pleasant, Ml
BG RECORD : 17-6 (6-3)
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
RECORD: 5-17 (1-8)
SERIES: BG leads 39-12
LAST MEETING: BG 70 - CMU
50 (January 20. 2007 at BG)
STREAK: BG - 6
COACHES: CMU - Sue
Guevara. 1st Year (5-17). BG — Curt
Miller. 7th Year (141-66)
STARTING LINEUPS:
BG - G Kate Achter. G Lauren
Prochaska, G Lindsey Goldsberry. F
Crystal Murdaugh. F Tara Breske
CMU - G Candace Wilson, G
Kendra Holman. G Angel Chan, F
Latisha Luckett. F Britni Houghton

ENOCHWU I THEBGNEWS
REBOUNDING: The Falcons have
rebounded from a three-game losing streak
and have blown out their last two opponents.

most need of wide outs.

1. Washington: The
Redskins reportedly have an
interest in "Ocho Cinco" but
will have to make a trade to
get him.

2. Philadelphia:
Donovan McNabb needs a
wide receiver badly and Moss
or Johnson could be the
answer

3. Jacksonville: The
Jaguars have used first round
picks o,n Reggie Williams and
Matt Jones and still have not
found an answer

4. Tennessee: Vince
Young saw his wide
receivers continually drop
passes throughout the
season. Moss or Johnson
would greatly improve the
Titans attack.

5. Pittsburgh: Ben
Roethlisberger wants a tall
wide receider and both Moss
and Johnson are listed above
61" - the quarterback may
have angered Hines Waid irj
the,process though.

1

OSU looking
for answers as
season winds

On the verge of Spring Training, the
black cloud of steroids still looms
By Howard Fandrich
The Associated Press

By Rutty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — It is a must-win
situation for Ohio State when it
plays at Northwestern tonight.
The thing is, coach Thad
Matta doesn't want to call it
that.
"No. lust play well," Matta said
quickly when asked if his team
TERRY GIU.IAM I APPHO'O
had to win at Northwestern.
"We must play well, no ifs, ands SEARCHING: OSU is 0-7 versus
or buts. We haven't talked about opponents ranked in the top 40 ol the
winning or losing with this Ratings Percentage Index.
team — just playing our best
every day."
Inconsistency has been an into the NCAA tournament or
ongoing problem for a team whatever tournament we can
that starts two freshmen, two get into in March," said freshsecond-year players and senior man swingman Evan Turner.
lamar Butler.
The Buckeyes (16-8, 7-4 Big
It cannot be a problem much Ten) can't afford many more
longer or else Ohio State will slip-ups the rest of the way if
find itself locked out of an NCAA they hope to play beyond the
trip—something that has never conference tournament.
happened in Matta's six previThey have seven reguous years at three locales as a lar-season games remaincollege head coach.
See OSU I Page 7
"We're trying to finish off
strong so we can hopefully get

WASHINGTON — The sun is
always shining, or so it seems,
when baseball teams gather in
Florida and Arizona to begin
spring training, as they're doing
this week.
Everyone is undefeated; hope
abounds.
And sometime today, a player
here or there might just flip on a
TV and tune in to see the spotlight
shine on the sport's seamy side,
to watch while celebrated pitcher
Roger Clemens and the man who
accused him of using steroids sit
in a wood-paneled hearing room
in the cold nation's capital to testify to Congress.
"It's disappointing for everyone
that plays baseball — not just the
players, but management, ownership, commissioner," New York
Yankees captain Derek leter, a
past teammate of Clemens, said
yesterday after working out at the
team's minor league complex in
Tampa, Fla.
Speaking generally about what
has been called basebaU'sSteroids
Era, leter added: "It's a bad time

"It's disappointing
for everyone that
plays baseball - not
just the players, but
management, ownership,
commissioner."
Derek Jeter | Yankee Shortstop

for the game."
For many months, the symbolic figure of that "bad time" was
viewed as home run king Barry
Bonds, who was indicted on four
counts of perjury and one count
of obstruction of justice for telling a grand jury in 2003 that he
never knowingly took illegal performance-enhancing drugs.
Now Bonds, owner of a record
seven Most Valuable Player honors and a record 762 homers, has
ceded much of the attention to
Clemens, owner of a record seven
Cy Young Awards and the eighthmost pitching wins in major
league history, 354.

Falcons have
made life
miserable
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It must be getting to be like the
movie "Groundhog Day" for
every Toledo Rocket fan.
Every day they wake up and
in just about every sport they
play against that orange-andbrown-clad school to the south
results in the same thing — a
Falcon victory.
BG is 6-3 so far this sports
season in games (or meets)
versus that school up north as
Woody I layes would say.
UT's only victories came in
the MAC women's soccer chain
pionship game, swimming and
men's cross country.
The Falcons, on the other
hand, have garnered victories
in women's soccer (regular
season), football, women's
volleyball, men's and women's basketball and women's
crosscountry.
A 33 percent winning percentage for the Rockets this season against the Falcons has to
make Toledo fans just cringe.
They only cringe because of
the success they have enjoyed
over the past couple of years,
especially in marquee sports
such as football and men's basketball, hut that was not the
case this season.
The BG football team went
through the Toledo footballers
like Sherman went through
Atlanta during the Civil War (i.e.,
with relative ease) in cruising to
a37-10 victory.
The men's basketball team
continued Toledo's misery by
handing them a 69-58 defeat
this past Sunday.
"It's always good to beat
your rival," said BG forward
Nate Miller after the game
on Sunday. "You get bragging
rights for a year."
Falcon bragging rights in the
rivalry game meant that the
Rockets have as many victories
on the road as you and I do
— that would be zero in 15 tries.
Let me say that again — zero
wins in 15 attempts... even the
Miami Heat (who, last time I
checked, just lost their 378th
game of the season) can manage at least one win on the road,
but not Toledo.
To make matters worse,
Toledo'smayorCartyFinkbeiner
lost the free throw shooting contest to BG's mayor lohn Quinn
and now the city of Toledo is
forced to fly a BG flag at their
city hall.
Add to the fact that the women's basketball team made the
Toledo women look like the
Washington Generals — a 7141 beat down in Savage Hall
— and the Falcon successes
just continued.
With all the success this season, BG has turned Toledo into
its little personal whipping boy
(or girl).
This year has been like that
year in movies when the little
brother, who was constantly
picked on, turned the table on
his older brother and beat him
in a fight.
The older brother is so
stunned at what happened«
that he never picks on the little
brothc again.
Sometimes even tears are
shed. Now, 1 do not think the
Rockets are sheddinga tear over
the losses but you have to think
that they would just like this
school year to be over as soon
as possible.
Maybe even that glimmer of
doubt has crept into the minds
of the higher-ups at the school
on Bancroft that maybe it is
just not in the cards for their
Rocket faithful.
They had nine chances this
season and converted only
three of them and most of the
time, they got blown out in the
dealings with the Falcons.
"It definitely stings," said
See TOLEDO | Page 8
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Clemens and McNamee focus of hearing, Pettitte excused
By Ronald Blum

"Mr. Knoblauch and

The Associated Press

Mr. Pettitte answered

WASHINGTON
—
Roger
Clemens and Brian McNamee
all the committee's
will be the focus of today's
congressional hearing about
questions and
the Mitchell Report, with Andy
Pettitte spared having to deliver
their testimony at
public testimony that could
damage his former teammate.
the hearing is not
"I guess it's showtime, isn't
K?" said Clemens' lead lawyer,
needed."
Rusty llardin.
Pettitte, former Clemens
Tom Davis | Virginia. Repblican
teammate Chuck Knoblauch
and convicted steroids distributor Kirk Hadomski were taken the deposition, Pettitte's presoff the list of those testifying. ence wasn't necessary.
"1 don't think it makes any
One new witness was added
Monday: a lawyer who worked difference," Davis was quoted
with former Senate majority as saying.
Radomski — sentenced
leader George Mitchell to produce December's report on Friday to five years' probation
after pleading guilty in April
drugs in baseball.
' But everyone surely will be to distributing steroids and
Iodising on Clemens, a seven- money laundering — has said
time Cy Young Award winner, he hail no direct contact with
and McNamee, his former per- Clemens. Knoblauch's knowlsonal trainer. McNamee said edge appeared to be peripheral.
Pettitte gave his deposition
in the Mitchell Report that he
injected Clemens with steroids Feb. 4, followed the next clay
and human growtli hormone by Clemens, and McNamee
at least 16 times in 1998, 2000 later in the week. Knoblauch, a
four-time All-Star who played
and 2001.
Clemens' denials of those on the Yankees with Clemens
allegations drew the atten- and Pettitte and like them was
tion of the House Committee named In the Mitchell Report,
on Oversight and Government was interviewed by committee
staff last month. Radomski had
Reform.
McNamee also accused been scheduled for a pre-hearPettitte of using I Kill — and ing interview with committee
Pettitte acknowledged he did staff yesterday.
"Mr. Knoblauch and Mr.
for two days in 2002 to deal with
an elbow injury. Before Pettitte Pettitte answered all the
spoke to committee lawyers Committee's questions and
under oath last week, one of their testimony at the hearMcNamee's lawyers, Earl Ward, ing is not needed," Davis and
said he thought Pettitte would committee chairman Henry
tell Congress he discussed IIGII Waxman said in a statement.
with Clemens between the 2001 "Mr. Clemensand Mr. McNamee
have also cooperated with the
and 200^ seasons.
While Pettitte was excused Committee in its investigation.''
Following Pettitte's depofrom testifying publicly, portions of his sworn deposition sition, his lawyers asked the
may be read aloud at the hear- committee to excuse him from
ing. The committee's rank- the hearing, a person familing Republican, Tom Davis of iar with the talks said, speakVirginia, said in an interview ing on condition of anonymwith Newsday that Pettitte's ity because the negotiations
account matches McNamee's in weren't made public.
Pettitte's
attorney,
Jay
most tletailsandthat becauseol

MILLER

Nate
Miller
Averqing 13.6
points to go along
with 5.9 rebounds

From Paqe 7

llamblet, his leadership influence is going to be involved in
(he team too," Orr said. "He
and Nate kind of lead also but
hate has probably been more Orr said.
pronounced now in terms of his
Miller's growth has put the
leadership — maybe because |in| Falcons in contention to really
fate-game situations, he has the make a name for themselves in
the MAC.
ball a lot."
Losing llamblet could have
The junior has also seemed to
been a big blow to the team, but embrace the leadership role on
Miller would not let that happen. the team and BG has flourished
"I kind of had to |take more with him at helm.
of a leadership rolel because
The team has a 6-4 conference
Ryne was our only senior and he record this season after only winplayed a lot last season," Miller ning three conference games all
said. "It was challenging and it last season.
Still is challenging, but in order
The winning ways can be
for us to win, it's something that attributed to Miller's leadership
I have to do."
of this team.
Orr acknowledges Miller's
"I got a big role on this team,"
impact on the team comes Miller said. "When I'm workfrom the player's own improve- ing hard, everybody else is
ment and not just the absence working hard."
ofllamblet.
He is averaging 13.6 points
"He's growing as a person and per game and 5.9 rebounds in
it could have happened whether leading the Falcons to this turnRyne Hamblet was here or not," around season.

CHRIS O'MEARA

AP PHOTO

ALL ALONE: Rogei Clemens and Brian McNamee will be the only two people on Capitol
Hill as both Andy Pettitte and Chuck Knoblauch weie excused from testifying

Reisinger, declined to comment after the announcement.
Pettitte's request to be excused
was first reported by The New
York Times on its Web site.
A lawyer for Radomski did
not immediately return a
phone message left at his office
Monday night,
"I m not disappointed," said
Knoblauch's attorney, Diana
Marshall. "I know Chuck is not
disappointed."
Clemens — who ranks
eighth in major league history with 354 wins — was to
resume his face-to-face lobbying efforts of committee members yesterday, after the panel's planned hearing entitled,
"My thsand Facts about Human
Growth Hormone, B12, and
Other Substances."
The 45-year-old pitcher spoke
with nearly half of the lawmakers on the committee during a
two-day tour last week.
Today's new witness is
Charles Scheeler, a partner with
Mitchell's law firm. DLA Piper.
According to the firm's Web site,
Scheeler mainly works in commercial litigation and white collar criminal defense.
Asked about Scheeler's addition, Hardin said: "I look forward to hearing what he has

to say."
Clemens' camp disputes several elements of the Mitchell
Report's sections about him.
Clemens said he repeated
under oath during his closeddoor deposition what he previously had said in various settings publicly: "I've never used
steroids or growth hormone."
If Jhe committee believes
Clemens
or
McNamee
made
false
statements
under oath, it could ask the
lustice Department to open
an investigation.
This is the same House panel
that — after the Mitchell Report
came out — asked lustice to
look into whether 2002 AL M VP
Miguel Tejada lied when he told
committee investigators in 2005
that he never took performance
enhancers and had no knowledge of other players using or
talking about steroids.
The FBI's field office in
Washington is handling that
inquiry.
"We've always known that
one of the potential possibilities, one of the possible results
of Roger testifying differently
than the Mitchell Report, could
be a criminal referral." Hardin
said. "That's an option the committee's always had."

"Nate has the courage to be a
leader," Orr said. "I think that's a
big part of it too."
Courage is one thing, but a
player must know how to lead to
be effective.
Miller certainly knows how
to lead. The directive, however, to influence others on the
team came directly from the
coach himself.
"1 had a talk with coach a few
times this season and he told
me that I'm going to have be
the leader of this team no matter
what," Miller said.
His leadership has put the
Falconsin position tocontendfor
a bye in the MAC Championship
— something that was completely out of the quest ion t he past few
seasons.
It is one thing to score a bunch
of points and have the team continually lose, but Miller's scoring
has been a factor in many wins
this season,
11c is coming off back-to-back
20-point games over the past two
i int ingsagainst Cent ral Michigan
University and Toledo.
Miller often has the ball in his

"For anyone to learn
how to lead, you
got to make good
decisions for yourself
You got mature
in that area. Once
you learn to govern
yourself, you can
learn to lead others."
Louis Otr I BG Coach

hands in lategamesituationsand
that is a testament to his willingness to mature as a person
"For anyone to learn how to
lead, you got to make good decisions for yourself," Orr said. "You
got to mature in that area. Once
you can learn to govern yourself,
you can learn to lead others."
And lead others, he certainly
has.

osu

"Just play well. We

From Page 7

must play well, no

ing. Four of those games are
against the top teams in the
Big Ten (Wisconsin, Purdue
and Michigan State at home,
Indiana on the road). The
other three are against teams
Ohio State has already beaten
i (at Northwestern, at Michigan
and at Minnesota).
A loss at Northwestern, 714 overall and winless in 10
league games, would just
about slam the door shut on
any NCAA hopes.
The Buckeyes already have
their backs against the wall
because: a) they've played a
killer schedule, and b) they
haven't beaten any of those
killer teams.
They fell to No. 16 Texas
A&M in the Nil' Preseason
Tip-Off finale, to then-No. 1
North Carolina and at No. 16
Evansville in December, and
at No. 6 Tennessee in lanuary.
They've also dropped games
to Big Ten heavyweights
Michigan State, Indiana and
Purdue, with a big black eye
coming in a loss at lowly Iowa.
Ohio State is 0-7 against
teams ranked in the top 40 of
the Ratings Percentage Index,
one of the statistical gauges that
is used by the selection committee to determine at-large
NCAA tournament berths.
Playing good teams isn't
enough; you also have to beat
them.
In Sunday's 59-53 home
loss to Indiana, the Buckeyes
played great defense at times

TOLEDO
From Paqe 7
Toledo running back lalen
Parmele after the Nov. 23,2007
Falcon football victory. "It's a
bad feeling losing to rival. It's
disappointing for any player at
any college."
Toledo has had that bad feeling six times this year.
At this point, Toledo players are probably seeing Falcon
mascots Freida and Freddy in
their nightmares.

WOMEN

ifs, ands or buts.
We haven't talked
about winning or
losing with this
team - just playing
our best every day."
Triad Malta | OSU Coach
and at other times watched as
the lloosiers drove past them
for easy buckets.
They hit some clutch shots,
then went cold down the
stretch when they needed a
bucket the most.
In other words, they played
like a team with only one experienced starter.
Malta gave his team Monday
off — at least it was a day with
no practice — while requiring
the players to watch the video
of the Indiana game.
Freshman Ion Diebler, who
has come out of a shooting funk to score 14 points
each of the least two games,
said there was a purpose to
Malta's approach.
"He said after the film.'I want
you to keep this hitler tasle in
your mouths so you know how
it feels,'" Diebler said.
If they don't turn things
around quickly, that bitter
taste could stick around for
several months.
Theyareprobablynevergoing
to want to see "Groundhog
Day" again — much to Bill
Murray's chagrin.
The Falcons, on the other
hand, are probably reliving
another Murray movie. "Caddy
Shack," and just keep singing
to themselves 'I'm alright ...
Nobody worry bout me... Why
you got to give me a fight? ...
Can't you just let it be?'

Fust let it be Toledo.
As Cubs fans say, "Maybe
next year." Maybe next year,
Rocket fans.

"An area where we

From Paqe 7

all can control is who

drive it at you. They don't mind
plays the best defense
putting five kids on the floor
under 5-9 and just play helter
and rebounds down
skelter attacking style."
While they rank near the
the stretch. I think the
bottom of the MAC in nearly every offensive category,
teams right now that
CMll's "helter skelter" style
has parlayed into a high num- can consistently count
ber of forced turnovers.
on their defense and
They rank second in the
conference in steals per game
rebounding are going
with 10.5 and fourth in turnover margin with +1.23. Junior
to put themselves in
guard I ,n isha I.uckettaverages
2.5 steals a game.
position."
Heading into the game and
down the stretch of the season, Miller pointed to some
Curt Miller I BG Coach
tilings within the team's control that could lead to a successful finish.
defense and rebounding are
"An area where we all can going to put themselves in
control is who plays the best position."
defense and rebounds down
BG will attempt to put
the stretch," Miller said. "I themselves into good posithink the teams right now that tion tonight at 7 p.m. at Rose
can consistently count on their Arena.

Hours:

Open Valentine's Day

445 E. Woosler
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Mon-Fn 9am-5|)in
Sat9am-1pm

untill 6:00pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Heinz
Apartments
Available for Fall 2008
4S1 & 424 Frazee Ave.
808 & 818 N. Enterprise
3 bedroom, 2 bath w/ fireplace
furnished, microwaves, A/C
garbage disposal, dishwasher
FREE wireless internet

Starting at
S900/mo + utilities
(3 person rale]
; Winter Hours
Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm
Sot 9om-3pm
, Closed Sundoy
Now order online 24/7 at
www.klotzflariit.com

Delivery available
february 12*. 13* & 14*. 2008
Dellvety and Sales Tax additional

Wire out orders excluded
Unit one coupon pet customer
Must present coupon at time of purchase
(MODIHRIJFEB 14,2006

Enterprise Square
Apartments
506 & 514 N. Enterprise
3 bedroom, 2 bath w/ fireplace
furnished, microwaves, A/C
garbage disposal, dishwasher
FREE wireless internet
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Starting at
S925/mo +utilities
(3 person ratal
Deposit Special SO

SIGN UP TODAY!!
check out our website at
www.greenbriarrentals.cdm
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General
Motors
continues to
post record

losses
By D«>-Ann Durbin
The Associated Press

RICK LOOMS

AP PHOTO

BACK TO WORK: The power to put the entertainment industry back to work was in the hands of writers as guild members voted on
whether to end their 5-month strike by accepting the terms of a tentative contract.

Writers' strike ends after three months
By LynnElbcr

Moonveswasamongthemedia
executives who helped broker
a deal after talks between the
guild and the Alliance of Motion
Picture and Television Producers
collapsed in acrimony.
One winner in. the vote was
t he Academy Awards, wh ich can
now be staged Feb. 24 without
the threat of pickets or a boycott
by actors that would have dulled
the glamour of Hollywood's
signature celebration.
The strike's end would allow
many hit series to return this
spring for what s loft of the CU rrent
season, airing anywhere from four
to seven new episodes. Shows with
marginal audience numbers may
not return until fall or could be

The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Striking
Hollywood writers arc going back
to work.
The Writers Cktild of America
said its members voted yesterday to
endtheirdevastating.thrce-month
strike that brought the entertainment industry to a standstill.
Writers will go back to work
today after voting in Beverly Mills
and New York.
"At the end of the day. everybody won: It was a fair deal and
one that the companies can live
with, and it recognizes the large
contribution that writers have
made to the industry." said Leslie
Moonvcs. chief executive officer of

canceled

CBS Cop,

"It will be all hands on deck

Past embezzlement leads to
finance training for churches
devoted specifically to managing
church finances and personnel.
Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh and Boston College
started programs in September,
and Villanova University outside
Philadelphia is offering an online
master's degree in church management beginning this summer.
The concept is becoming more
popular despite some among the
faithful who bristle at the notion of
the church asabusiness, said Kerry
Robinson, executivedirectorolthe

By Kathy Mathcson
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — The globetrotting priest from Connection
drove a laguar, shopped at
Bergdorf Goodman and bought
jewelry from ("artier, all of it with
money stolen from his church's
Coffers. By the time the parish
finance council caught on, he had
embezzled SI.3 million.
Many U.S. churches have
been victims of embezzlement
over the years, reflecting not just
moral weakness on the part of the
wrongdoers, but lax financial controls. Often, church budgets are
overseen by volunteers or employees with little guidance or professional training
Now, some colleges are hoping to prevent such faith-shattering abuses by offering programs

National Leadership Roundtable
on Church Management, a Roman
Catholic group.
"It is true that the church is not
B company, and we respect and
acknowledge that." Robinson said.
"But it is comprised of people,
finances and facilities. Catholictheology demands that those are
managed well."

MTV SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE SPRING
MODEL SEARCH

BREAK

A

CALENDAR

* VALID FOR FIRST 1000 RESERVATIONS.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm St. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities Deposil $740.00. Has
washer and dryer Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

?Q6 Scott Hamilton- 4 bedrooms,
2 Baths Washer, Dryer, Central air.
$1100.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $1100.00. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

Available August 21, 2008
432 S-College ffA-Three
bedrooms. $660.00 per month plus
utilities.
Deposit $660.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Has a washer and
dryer Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09
432 S College »B- One bedroom.
$440 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $440.00. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. Lease 8/21/08
-8/8/09.
710 Elm Street-Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton Unit »A- Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people
Limit 4 cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/&09.

Families wHh children
walcoms to apply for any
rental unit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E'WOOSTER ST i
Belli
Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.iohnnewloverealestate.com

for the writing staff," said Chris
Mundy, co-executive producer of
CBS' drama "Criminal Minds." He
hopes to get a couple of scripts in
the pipeline right away, with about
seven episodes airing by the end
ofMay.
The combined New York-Beverly
I lills count was overwhelmingly in
favor of ending the strike: 3,492
voted yes, with only 283 voting to
stay off the job.
Writers did not vote on whether
to formally accept the tentative
contract that already has won
approval from the union's board
of directors.
The guild will mail contract ratification ballots to members over
the next few days. Writers can also
vote at meetings. All ballots must
be cast by Feb. 25.

96% of people put the
peanut butter
on first when
making a
^^^■a#,r
peanut butter ^^■V
and ielly sandwich.

DETROIT — For all the good in
GM's 2007 results — the nearrecord worldwide sales, the
reduction in labor costs and
in retiree health obligations —
there is no getting around the
S38.7 billion in red ink.
The largest annual loss in
the history of the auto industry
signals that even with a garage
full of hot vehicles and a historic new labor contract, GM
has little hope of making a profit
again before 2010 as the weak

ECONOMY
From Page 1

cities in preventing the loss of
businesses and jobs.
"The number one thing is
to preserve and foster what we
have," Quinn said.
Bowling Green has had to
fight against national economic
trends, such as the sub-prime
mortgage and housing foreclosure crisis. Quinn said the
city could only hope to see substantial growth once economic
trends have improved at the
state and national levels.
Quinn and the other leaders
talked about several planned
city projects that could help
attract businesses.
One such improvement
would be the proposed widening and renovation of North

P»ULSAMOA! APPHOTO
MADE IN AMERICA: Genetal Motors Corp. headquarters shown in Detroit. The company
reported a $58 7 billion loss for 2007. the largest annual loss for an automototive company

•U.S. economy and competition
eat away at its gains.
GM reported the record-setting loss yesterdayand promptly
offered a new round of buyouts
to 74,000 U.S. hourly workers in
hopes of replacing some of them
with lower-paid employees.
Chairman and Chief Executive
Rick Wagoner said the company
made significant progress last
year, reducing structural costs
in North America, negotiating a
new agreement with the United
Auto Workers and expanding
aggressively in emerging markets
such as latin America and Asia.

The company managed to
hold onto its title as the world's
largest automaker last year —
selling just 3.000 more cars than
Toyota — and was profitable
in every region outside North
America. It introduced hit products like the Chevrolet Malibu
and a trio of new crossovers.
But GM was hit by continuing losses in its home region,
obligations to its former parts
division Delphi Corp. and
troubles at its partly owned
GMAC Financial Services,
which is reeling from the U.S.
mortgage crisis.

Main Street. The project is still
in its earliest stages, said Public
Works Director Brian Craft.
Craft said the city is still
looking at early designs and
will most likely be presenting
designs to the public sometime
next month, but the project
itself is still several years from
being underway. Municipal
Administrator John Fawcett
said construction is not likely to
commence until 2010 or 2011.
Quinn also said University
students were a large part of
supporting the local economy
and said he would favor the
development of shuttle service
that would take students downtown and to stores like Meijer,
Kroger and Wal-Mart.
"We think shuttle buses
serving those areas would be
extremely beneficial," Quinn
said.

In addition to the economy,
the leaders also discussed
Bowling Green's desire to seek
out more renewable energy
sources for the city.
"In 2008 our problem is still
power," Quinn said.
Even though the city still
draws about 75 percent of its
total energy from coal burning facilities, Public Utilities
director Kevin Maynard said
Bowling Green is still on the
leading edge of green energy
in Ohio.
Maynard said about 16 to
20 percent of the city's energy
comes from renewable sources,
more than almost any other
city in Ohio. He also said the
city has become more actively involved in investing and
shaping hydroelectricity, wind
power and other renewable
sources for the city.
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BECAUSE SOLDIERS DESERVE MORE.
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Now the Army gives you more choices for your future. Earn up to $40,000
to start the business of your dreams or buy the home you always wanted.
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Log onto goarmy.com/aaf to learn more about the Army Advantage Fund.
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John Glenn endorses Senator Clinton
COLUMBUS (AP) — Former senator and astronaut John Glenn
endorsed Hillary Rodham Clinton
for president yesterday, praising
the former first lady for her focus
on building the country's educational and research capabilities.
"She's experienced and she has
developed as a leader and I think
she is fully capable of being a great
president on day one," Glenn told
Clinton supporters and media.
The Clinton campaign scheduled th' jndorsement announcement - attended by supporters
that included Gov. Ted Strickland
and l.t. Gov. Lee Fisher — on the
same day she faced Sen. Barack

"I think she is fully
capable of being a
great president on
day one."
John Glenn | Foimer senator

Obama of Illinois in primaries
in Maryland, Virginia and the
District of Columbia.
Polls in the last few days have
shown her behind significantly
in all three congests. She lost
five nomination contests over
the weekend to Obama, who

was also favored to win yesterday's primaries.
Ohio and Texas will hold
primaries on March 4, states
where Clinton held wide leads
in polls taken before the primary season began.
Remarks from Clinton supporters yesterday stressed her
ability to rum around the economy — which will be a central
campaign issue in a state with a
heavy labor union presence and
a tough economic climate.
Glenn, who served in the U.S.
Senate from 1975 to 1999, represented Ohio longer than any
other senator.
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to act like the
big city it is

Travel

By Julio Carr Smyth
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — To most
Americans, the names Boston,
Denver, Atlanta or Miami say
big city.
The name Columbus? Not so
much.
If people recognize the name
of Ohio's capital at all, they see
it as a big college town where
Ohio Stale sports is king, or a
i ou town" where a largely agriculture state still heads on its
weekend wagon rides for a night
on the town.
Yet, within city limits,
Columbus has more people
than Boston, Denver, Atlanta,
MiamiorSeattle.andofilsbetter
known Ohio cousins Cincinnati
and Cleveland, according to
U.S. Census figures.
Now Democratic Mayor
Michael Coleman is trying to
persuade residents to act that
way. He wants them to take
pride in their city — a clean,
culturally varied, largely whitecollargovernment and research
center at the confluence of the
()lentangy and Scioto rivers.
"I'm asking every citizen of
Columbus: What do you want
to be when you grow up?"
Coleman implored during a
recent Citizen Summit of 2,000
people, The idea behind the
gathering? To give the nation's
15th largest city "a little swagger" heading into its bicentennial in 2012.
Coleman, elected to his second term last year, is using the
upcoming 200th birthday to
frame a citywide discussion
about a myriad of practical
matters: education, health care.
downtown activity, traffic and
crime, to name a few.

Spring Break 2008
Panama City Beach, FL.
Stay at Holiday Inn SunSpree Resort! Get deals at the hottest clubs,
like Club Lavela! Corporate sponsors like Victoria's Secret. Hawaiian
Tropic & MTVUI
corn 866-PC-BREAK Special packages tor Schoolcraft students!
Take a Carribean cruise for spring
break 4 nights $450, 5 nights S475
contact swlmagnoliast ©yahoo.com

Per
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Voted BG's Best Breadsticks'H!

352-9638

Wanted
Summer subleaser needed
810 5th St 18 2largebdrm.
1 5 baths. Balcony, S237/m

Call (419)438-3953.

Editor Positions Availablc'38 hr.
Fast growing, dynamic market research firm with fun office environment needs part-time proofreaders.
Weekday & weekend hours available
Requires high standards, an eye for
detail, excellent general computer &
email knowledge; strong experience
in Excel, Word & Outlook a plus. Fax
letter expressing your interest &
schedule availability to Proofreader
419-872-5104 Interested candidates
please e-mail resume immediately to
Wanted: Web Designer
-Needs to be able to design a professional & complex website for an exciting new company.
-Must be able to start this summer.
-Must be graduating with a degree in
web design, or majoring in web design
- A GREAT job for a graduating senior looking for a future career with, a
great new company, but not limited
just to seniors.
-Must provide a resume, that includes a portfolio or websites you
have designed to show us what kind
of work you do.

Contact Ben Smithiljnieiested;
bgwebdesigner@llve.com
Child Care: Our home.
Mondays Only. 9a-4p.
Call Katie 419-575-0100

For Sale
Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up 10 S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

Two 6 string guitars, a half stack &
an effects processor pedal. All works
& in great conditon Best offer
(419)822-4959, ask for Bob

400 Counselors/Instructors neededl
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.IOlllKan.CQm
A SUMMER UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
CAMP CANADENSIS, a co-ed resident camp in the Pocono Mountains
of PA. seeks General Bunk Counselors. Athletic. Waterfront. Outdoor Adventure, and Art Specialists Join our
staff from around the U S and
abroad and have the experience of a
lifetime! Good salary and travel allowance. Internships encouraged.
We will be on campus Friday, February 15. To schedule a meeting or
for more info,
call toll-free 800-832-8228.
visit www canadensis com or
email mto@canadensis.oom.

For Rent
' 3 bdrm. available in August.
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August.
For more info call 419-354-9470
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1440 ♦ util.
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$945 • util
613 5th- 3 BR House

$795 + util.

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

Move in February or Match and receive
$100 off your first month's rent!

419-382-7881

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16

Trident feature
Sheds
Pound or Frost
Small buffalo
Olds model
Fixed charge

17 Gl'smeal

46
47
48
49
51
53
54
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

18 "Science of Logic"
philosopher
19 Como _ Usted?

20 Two doctors
23
24
25
28
31
35
36
39
41
42

Post-dusk
Compass dir.
Festoon
Russian chess master
Of an abdominal pain
Actor Chaney
Two doctors
A single time
Strong string
Pig vittles

43 Two doctors

Ames and Asner
Asian palm
Guitarist Paul
Concur
Exist
Genetic material, briefly
Two doctors
New Rochelle school
Climbing vine
Freudian subjects
Legal wrong
Shop talk
Foundation
"Pursuit of the Graf _"
Magnetic flux unit
Cameo stone
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Available Annual
131 N. Church 3 BR
2112 I Merry 4 BR
218 Dill 3 BR
226 I-:. Merry 4 UK
KI9N. Summit 2 BR

'.

!

419-575-2683
•• ill ntopWc* * unreljlcil "

1.2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May S August 08. 1 yr lease
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (419)409-1110.

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Free Heat S Water Pet Friendly!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

^ 1"

Avail Aug (419)352-6948
3 &4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close lo campus & downtown

419-308-2456

HOUSE FOR RENT
July. 3-4 bedroom $1000/month
419-308-9905

3 bedrm 404 S College $650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug.

854 8th St 1 bdrm.. full kitchen, lots
of parking $410 mo & elec No pets

419-352-4850

9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354

3/4 Bdr Apt, 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High.
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525

LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08 1 block from campus 239
Manville. 3 bdrm , 1 bath, good cond
$650 mo (419)352-9392

4 Bdrm. 3 Bath. Basement
144 S Summit Aug-Aug lease
$1250/ m, call Patsy 419-308-4564

The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 & 2 bedrooms
Available May - August

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
5 Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M- F
www.bgapartments com
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RESERVATIONS
419-353 2277
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green. Ohio

419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt com
"08-09 S.Y. Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM

419-353-0325 9 am-9 pm

Bedroom
Duplexes

315 1/2 S. MAIN:
$410 plus utilities.

NEWI9VE

319 S. MAIN:
$410 plus utilities.

Rentals

317 S. MAIN:
$520 plus utilities.

332 South Main Street .
Bowling Green Ohio, 43402
419.352.5620
www.newloverenlal8.com

315 S. MAIN:
$625 plus utilities.

A

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS 'EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications lUow!
Going Fast!
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Our family Is growing .Bittersweet Pembervitle, a residential and educational
facility for individuals with autism is seeing Direct Support Professionals!!

We aw currently hiring for 2nd and 3rd shifts) You will be joining our participants
in theii daily activities ranging from educational activities, home care, community activities, recreation, hygiene, and a wide range of other activities and
adventures. We win train the right person; you should already possess the work
ethic, compassion, and flexibility requited in dn MR/DD environment.

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue » Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1 Ig. 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

2 bedrm 404 1/2 S College $675
per mo., plus utilities. AC, WD
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For Rent

Available May
Nc» Construction
305 Leroy .1 UR
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Smith Apt Rentals

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

1-800-899-8070

• ■

■■ •

$900 -1- util.

wvnv.homecltylce.com

C A, Pets Welcome
Short Term Leases mm

H

37 Wagering site
in NYC
38 PGA prop
40 Intensify
44 Listening devices
45 Declaim loudly
50 Backyard belvedere
52 Brilliant success
53 Vaquero's lasso
54 Excavations
55 Ringlike earring
56 Regarding
57 Add to staff
58 Droll fellows
59 Organic compound
60 Alaska's first
governor
61 Optimistic
65 Census category

609 5th - 3 BR House

HOI 'SES iFOR REST

Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435

■

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
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1 Highlands hat
2 "Mockingbird"
singer Foxx
3 Have a bite
4 Less arduous
5 Rodeo cowboy
Larry
6 Designer Cassini
7 Toy block maker
8 Not kosher
9 Gannet goose
10 Finds buyers
beforehand
11 Hops kiln
12 Caesar's
accusation
13 Social affairs
21 Sell
22 Military group
25 Hilo hello
26 Benefactor
27 When actors enter
28 Shower hanger
29 Carroll's girl
30 Seaside golf course
32 Lamprey hunter
33 Battery part
34 Thicket of trees
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Please print an application from our website, www.bmersweetfarms.org
Send the application or your resume to Bob Bethel via email at
bbethel@bmersweetforms.org. fax to 419-875-5593, ot mail to:
Bittersweet Farms
Artn: Human Resources
12660 Archbold-Whltehouse Rd.
Whitehouse, Ohio 43571
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Yahoo fights to stay ahead in Web domain
By Michael Liedtk.
The Associated Press

"We think it will be hard for [Yahoo] to

SAN FRANCISCO — Undeterred
by Ihe threat of a hostile takeover, slumping Internet pioneer Yahoo, Inc. completed an
acquisition of its own yesterday
by buying online video service Maven Networks, Inc. for
Sim million.
The deal marks Yahoo's latisi attempt to expand its online
advertising network and snap
out of a two-year financial
funk that has culminated in an
unsolicited takeover offer from

Microsoft Corp,
Yahoo's board rejected the bid
Monday, prompting Microsoft to
raise the possibility of taking its
offer — originally valued at $44.6
billionorS.ll pershare — directly
to shareholders.
Sunnyvale-based
Yahoo
thinks it's worth more, an
opinion echoed by its second
largest shareholder in a letter
released vesterdav.

come up with alternatives that deliver
more value than [Microsoft] will ultimately
be willing to pay"
Bill Millet | Fund manager for Legg Mason Inc

"We think |Microsoft| will have
to enhance its offer if it wants
to complete a deal," wrote Bill
Miller, a respected fund manager for Legg Mason, Inc., which
owns more than 80 million
Yahoo shares.
I iki many other industry analysts, Miller predicted
Yahoo ultimately will end up in
Microsoft's clutches.
"We think it will be hard for
lYahoo] to come up with alternatives that deliver more value
than I Microsoft I will ultimately
be willing to pay," he wrote.
Miller also wrote that he has
already met with Steve Ballmer,
Microsoft's chief executive, and

spoken to lerry Yang, Yahoo's
CEO and co-founder, to share
his views.
Redmond,
Wash.-based
Microsoft so far has indicated
it's not budging from its original
offer, calling the proposal "full
and fair." Analysts believe the
tense mating dance will last at
least a few more weeks.
In the meantime, Yahoo continues to work on a long-promised turnaround.
The talks to buy Cambridge,
Mass.-based Maven began
before Microsoft announced its
bid Feb. 1, said Tim Cadogan,
Yahoo's senior vice president of
marketing products.

Maven helps television and
movie studios find Web sites to
show their videos and manage
the accompanying advertisements. The 6-year-old startup
works with a wide range of media
outlets, including CBS Sports
Gannett Co., News Corp., Hearst
Corp. and Sony Pictures.
Online video advertising is
steadily climbing as more people watch news and entertainment online. The amount spent
on Internet video ads annually
is expected to triple during the
next three years to $4.3 billion
in 2001, estimated research firm
eMarketer Inc.
"We think video is going
to become die third leg of the
advertising stool," said Cadogan.
Ads tied to search requests is currently the Internet's biggest moneymaker, followed by so-called
display ads featuring photos,
illustrations and other images.
As in search, Yahoo Inc. is trying to catch up to rival Googie
Inc. in Internet video.

MANU FERNANDEZ I AP PHOTO
PHONE HOME: A new Blackberry phone is seen at the Mobile World Congress m Barcelona,
Spam. The congress, the largest wireless industry conference, is expected to bring together more
than 50.000 industry executives from some 1.500 companies.

BlackBerry phone service
disruption angers clients
By Jordan Robertson

"I don't know what

The Associated Press

NEED MORE REASONS TO CHOOSE?
k GET UNLIMITED TEXT IM. PICTURE.
* ANO VIDEO MESSAGING TO ANYONE
ON ANY NETWORK.
> not S20 moim a month

\ ADO A LINE WITH FAMILYTAIK:

Just $Q99ONLY AT»T LETS YOU KEEP YOUR
UNUSED ANYTIME MINUTES WITH
ROLLOVER."

SAN IOSE, Calif. —The company
that makes the ubiquitous, addictive BlackBerry smart phones said
yesterday it was still looking into
what caused the second widespread service disruption in less
than a year.
Research in Motion Ltd. said
customers in the United States
and Canada "experienced
intermittent delays" for about
three hours Monday beginning about 3:30 p.m. feST. RIM
said no messages were lost,
and voice and text messaging
services were unaffected.
"It is too early to determine
root cause at this time, but RIM
does have a team addressing this
issue in order to define the problem and prevent it in the future,''
the company said in a statement.
The BlackBerry service, which
lets users check e-mail and access
other data, has become a lifeline
for many business executives and
is increasingly popular among
consumers with smart phones
like the BlackBerry Pearl.
Outages have been rare in the
BlackBerry's nine-year history,
but when they do hit, subscribers
who have become addicted to
the gadgets are quick to unleash

happened, I don't
care what happend.
They just need to
save their excuses for
someone who cares."
Stuart Gold | Marketing director

their fury.
"I'm mad — it's enough
already," said a frustrated Stuart
Gold, who said he gets 1,000 emails a day as director of field
marketing for Web analytics company Omniture Inc.
Gold, who worked most of
Monday on a laptop while traveling, plans to ask his company to
buy him a backup smart phone
from a rival like Palm Inc., which
makes theTreo, in case BlackBerry
service goes on the blink again.
"1 don't know what happened,
I don't care what happened. They
need to save their excuses for
someone who cares," Cold said.
RIM has 12 million subscribers worldwide and has deals with
scores of wireless carriers to offer
the BlackBerry service around
the world.

Preferred
Properties Co.

Find A Place To Call Home
www preterredpropeniesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Newly Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

08-09
School Y.

419-352-9378

O

' HOUSES! HOU!SES! HOUSES! 1
Starting as low as $ 1,200

1
FREE SHIPPING

1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE

♦Bowling Green 1027 V Main St., (419) 352-6270
► ♦Vtiumee 1192 Conani St., (Across from Meijerj
[419)893-3505

♦♦Toledo 4906 Monroe St, 'Near Franklin Park Mjlli
(419)473-9756

1
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mo.+ utilities

• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• 1 & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

*
1
1
1
*
1
I

♦Open Sunday
♦DSL Sold Here

2 full baths*
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route •
Only 2 blocks trom campus! •

'ATM also Imposes monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to $1.25 to help defray costs Incurred In complying wHh State and Federal telecom
regulation; State and Federal Universal Service charges; and surcharges for customer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on AT&T. These
are not taxes or government-requited charges.
Offer available on select phones. Limited-time offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rale plan brochure lot details. Subscriber must live and have a
mailing address within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage area. Up to $36 activation fee applies. Equipment puce and availability may vary by market and may not be
available from independent retailers Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in the first 30 days, thereafter $115 Some agents impose additional fees. Unlimited voke
services: Unlimited voice services ate provided solely for live dialog between two individuals. Offntt Usage: If your minutes of use (including unlimited services) on other carriers'
networks foffnet usage) during any two consecutive months exceed your offnet usage allowance. AT&T may at its option terminate your service, deny your continued use of other
carriers' coverage, or change your pun to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Yout offnet usage allowance Is equal to the lesser of 750 minutes or 40% of the Anytime
minutes included with your plan (data offnet usage allowance Is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 20% of the kilobytes included with your plan) Rebate Debit Cards: M0T0RAZR 3G price
before mail-in rebate debit card. MEdia "/messaging feature purchase and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $8999 Minimum $10.00 MEdia'/messaging feature purchase
required. Blackjack" II price before mail-in rebate debit card unlimited messaging plan, and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $219.99 Minimum $20 00 unlimited messaging
plan required. Blackberry* CURVE" 8310 price before unlimited Blackberry plan purchase, mail-in rebate debit card, and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $21999 Minimum
$3000 unlimited BlackBerry package purchase required. Allow 10-12 weeks for fulfillment Card may be used only in the US and is valid for 120 days after issuance dale but is not
redeemable for cash and cannot be used for cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps. Card request must be postmarked by 03/25/2008; you must be a customer for 30
consecutive days to receive card. Sales tax calculated based on price of activated equipment f armlyTalfc is a registered service mark of Delaware Valley Cellular Corp, an AT&T
company. 2-year wireless service agreement required Unlimited Mobile to Mobile Messaging: Includes unlimited text, picture, and video messages between AT&T customers sent
or received while on AT&Ts owned wireless network. Instant messages and any other usage not expressly included herein will be debited from your packages messaging allowance.
A subscription to one of the current messaging packages or MEdia bundles is required. Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime mins expire after the 12th billing period. Night & Weekend
& Mobile to Mobile mins do not roll over Service provided by AT&T Mobility. £2008 AT&T Intellectual Property All rights reserved, AT&T, AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein
are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies
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Bring in this ad and recieve 50% off your
1
Security Deposit now through Feb. 15,2008.
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

